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Ninja van driver application

Ninja Van is a technology-enabled logistics company that aims to ban hassle-free delivery services for businesses of all sizes in Southeast Asia. Launched in Singapore in 2014, we became the largest and fastest growing logistics company in the region, partnering with more than 35,000 merchants and delivering more than 1,000 packages every minute in six countries. At our
center, we are a technology company that disrupts a huge industry with state-of-the-art software and operational concepts. With algorithm-based optimization, dynamic routing, end-to-end tracking, and a data-driven approach, we deliver best-in-class delivery services that delight both senders and end customers. But we're just getting started! We have many opportunities for
improvement and many ideas that will further shape the industry. Responsibilities and responsibilitiesIn order to deliver small and medium packages Fill the allocated number of packages per dayMinimum 50 locations per dayLoad and unload goodsAsysist in other ad hoc operational duties, when required requirementsSchooing Class 3 driver's license is a necessityPhysics fit5.5
days of the working weekThrough the application for employmentApply for work, you acknowledge that you have read, understood and agreed to our Privacy Policy (Notice) and agree to the collection, use and/or disclosure of personal information by Ninja Logistics Pte Ltd (The Company) for the purposes set out in the Notice. If you receive a job application or personal
information from any third party in accordance with the purposes set out in the Notice, you warrant that such third party has been duly authorized by you to disclose your personal information to us for the purposes set out in the Notice. He converted his vehicle into a money-making machine. The city is bustling with more and more online shoppers, and demand for deliveries has
never been higher. Ninja Van makes it easy to make money by making simple deliveries. He converted his vehicle into a money-making machine. The city is bustling with more and more online shoppers, and demand for deliveries has never been higher. Ninja Van makes it easy to make money by making simple deliveries. We connect Southeast Asia with the world of opportunity
and this is your chance to be right in the center. A demanding but rewarding journey awaits us! Our flat structure empowers you to autonomy to find new, ingenious solutionsStay your ideas in action, how to work them through performance challengesTimes things go wrong, but that's fine. Review your work honestly in a safe space and focus on making it better, together Our
strong collaborative culture gives you the opportunity to work with and through features Tell us how you want to grow and we will support you in training and learning opportunities to design and implement your ideasI made mistakes, learn from them and i will not repeat them again. I am very grateful for the colleagues who show support by finding solutions together and
encouraging me to improve myself. I now have more experience and have developed wisdom to make better decisions in the future. Shafiq SukarFleet Operations, MalaysiaA is a fresh graduate, I am often surprised by the autonomy and responsibility that the organization willingly entrusted to me. The constant challenge is to innovate and create, think out of the box and come out
with innovative solutions. And I'm not alone in this journey, surrounded by colleagues who are always happy to share their thoughts and experiences and reflect ideas from each other. In Ninja I dare to think and make something happen. Arthur LimKey Accounts Associate, Operations, SingaporeWorking in Ninja Van has given me autonomy in pursuing innovative solutions from
start to date. As a member of the Business Operations team, I have the task of managing inter-departmental projects that are designed to optimize business functions. In most projects, after setting the basic scope and goals, methodology and analysis are open to design, which allows for imaginative and resourceful. This freedom will not be possible without the organic
organizational structure of Ninja Van; project managers have more responsibility and are more invested in their role. The company's culture also encourages open communication and cooperation in everyday activities. Aliya DalmacioOperations Specialist, PhilippinesI have many challenges to address as a leading logistics service provider, Ninja Van allows us to leverage our
experience in planning, executing and ensuring continuous improvement of what is important in our society. Ninja Van is a great place to find inspiration and put in extraordinary efforts as we surround ourself with energetic Ninjas in order to maximize our potential and abilities. Witsanu ArntongFleet Operations Manager, ThailandI believe the Indonesian logistics scene will continue
to transform and I am excited to be at the heart of it. I am grateful to have the opportunity to travel around Indonesia for work, to constantly sue myself and to overturn the positive impact on the company, our teams and employees, and the community as a whole. HabibieVP Station Management &amp; Linehaul, IndonesiaBeing in Ninja Van excites me because it is a young
company that is trying to disrupt the logistics industry in Southeast Asia. At Ninja Van, we use new technology and test our new solutions, allowing me to expand my exposure and grow. As part of my career and personal development, I have the opportunity to work with people from all over the region and learn new cultures and experiences. RizaqSenior Software Engineer,
IndonesiaDeveloping and developing the company has always been my priority. In Ninja Van I managed to move on to a whole new role from being an Assistant Administrator to a Junior Recruiter. This enabled me to expand my exposure and my potential, and I am particularly grateful for the training and support from my team. AmalinaJunior Recruiter, Human Resource,
MalaysiaWorking in startup, you have to do things from scratch. Working in a team of business analysts, Not only do I need to collect and analyze data, but I also have the task of finding the best way to optimize the processes and reporting structure. In Ninja Van, when there is a problem, we encourage you to talk to your colleagues at all levels from manager, department
manager and even country manager to actively find solutions. I also work closely with the regional team to get support and I am very happy to have this exposure. Duong TruongSenior Business Intelligence Analyst, VietnamWorking with Ninja Van gave me the opportunity to develop and develop a significant and stable career in a market that can be unpredictable. The team was
generous in sharing my knowledge, which allowed me to develop new skills and knowledge that can help me both professionally and personally. Knowing that my contributions and ideas are not only recognized, but have a significant impact on the company. Here in Ninja Van, they won't treat you as the one who filled the gap, but they will treat you as part of the family. Karla
DasigJunior Accounts Manager, PhilippinesI have been working here at Ninja Van for 2 years. People said that if you choose the job you like to do, you will never work one day. That's what I'm experiencing now. At Ninja Van Vietnam I have great colleagues and supportive managers who always give me advice on how to improve. Every day I learn new things like communication
skills, planning and problem solving skills. In the beginning, it was not easy. But these were exciting challenges for which I had to find solutions. If I need to use just one word to describe my experience with Ninja Van, it will be Happy. Yes, I'm glad I can work here with other Ninjas.Tran Ngoc HinhDP Leader, Fleet, VietnamI make mistakes, learn from them, and make sure I don't
repeat them again. I am very grateful to my colleagues who show support by finding solutions together and encouraging me to improve myself. I now have more experience and have developed wisdom to make better decisions in the future. Shafiq SukarFleet Operations, MalaysiaA is a fresh graduate, I am often surprised by the autonomy and responsibility that the organization
willingly entrusted to me. The constant challenge is to innovate and create, think out of the box and come out with innovative solutions. And I'm not alone in this journey, surrounded by colleagues who are always happy to share their thoughts and experiences and reflect ideas from each other. In Ninja I dare to think and make something happen. Arthur LimKey Accounts Associate,
Operations, SingaporeWorking in Ninja Van has given me autonomy in pursuing innovative solutions from start to date. As a member of the Business Operations team, I have the task of between departments to optimize business functions. In most projects, after setting the basic scope and goals, methodology and analysis are open to design, which allows for imaginative and
resourceful. This freedom will not be possible without the organic organizational structure of Ninja Van; project managers have more responsibility and are more invested in their role. The company's culture also encourages open communication and cooperation in everyday activities. Aliya DalmacioOperations Specialist, PhilippinesI have many challenges to address as a leading
logistics service provider, Ninja Van allows us to leverage our experience in planning, executing and ensuring continuous improvement of what is important in our society. Ninja Van is a great place to find inspiration and put in extraordinary efforts as we surround ourself with energetic Ninjas in order to maximize our potential and abilities. Witsanu ArntongFleet Operations
Manager, ThailandI believe the Indonesian logistics scene will continue to transform and I am excited to be at the heart of it. I am grateful to have the opportunity to travel around Indonesia for work, to constantly sue myself and to overturn the positive impact on the company, our teams and employees, and the community as a whole. HabibieVP Station Management &amp;
Linehaul, IndonesiaBeing in Ninja Van excites me because it is a young company that is trying to disrupt the logistics industry in Southeast Asia. At Ninja Van, we use new technology and test our new solutions, allowing me to expand my exposure and grow. As part of my career and personal development, I have the opportunity to work with people from all over the region and
learn new cultures and experiences. RizaqSenior Software Engineer, IndonesiaDeveloping and developing the company has always been my priority. In Ninja Van I managed to move on to a whole new role from being an Assistant Administrator to a Junior Recruiter. This has allowed me to expand my exposure and exploit my potential, and I am particularly grateful for the
opportunity, training and support from my team. AmalinaJunior Recruiter, Human Resource, MalaysiaWorking in startup, you have to do things from scratch. Working in a team of business analysts, Not only do I need to collect and analyze data, but I also have the task of finding the best way to optimize the processes and reporting structure. In Ninja Van, when there is a problem,
we encourage you to talk to your colleagues at all levels from manager, department manager and even country manager to actively find solutions. I also work closely with the regional team to get support and I am very happy to have this exposure. Duong TruongSenior Business Intelligence Analyst, VietnamWorking with Ninja Van gave me the opportunity to develop and develop a
significant and stable career in a market that can be unpredictable. The team was generous in sharing their knowledge, which allowed develop new skills and knowledge that can help me professionally and personally. Knowing that my contributions and ideas are not only recognized, but have a significant impact on the company. Here in Ninja Van, they won't treat you as the one
who filled the gap, but they will treat you as part of the family. Karla DasigJunior Accounts Manager, PhilippinesI have been working here at Ninja Van for 2 years. People said that if you choose the job you like to do, you will never work one day. That's what I'm experiencing now. At Ninja Van Vietnam I have great colleagues and supportive managers who always give me advice
on how to improve. Every day I learn new things like communication skills, planning and problem solving skills. In the beginning, it was not easy. But these were exciting challenges for which I had to find solutions. If I need to use just one word to describe my experience with Ninja Van, it will be Happy. Yes, I'm glad I can work here with other Ninjas.Tran Ngoc HinhDP Leader,
Fleet, VietnamI make mistakes, learn from them, and make sure I don't repeat them again. I am very grateful to my colleagues who show support by finding solutions together and encouraging me to improve myself. I now have more experience and have developed wisdom to make better decisions in the future. Shafiq SukarFleet Operations, MalaysiaSecurityCIT
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